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For Professor Alison Smith 

 

 

 

In primeval soup 

you said, rings 

sprang to shape. 

 

Hexagons and pentagons 

snapped to spheres, 

by chance. Gazebos, 

 

geodesic domes, 

nano-cities, self-built 

on micro-particles 

 

until this tetrapyrrole 

web trapped iron. 

An electron catapult, 

 

oxygen-charged, 

blood red 

to quicken flesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sarah Watkinson 



The Higgs Boson Describes a Child’s Birth to Her  
 

For CJC  

 

Trash floating on the ocean rose  

and fell. Ants rebuilt their sand hill  

swiped by a passing foot.  

 

Plums ripened on a branch, dripping  

into mud. Angry words exchanged  

did not turn to fists. A car careered  

 

through a red light, horns resounded.  

A shirt was purchased, a shirt returned.  

Computers hummed, and printed. The spires  

 

of ancient towers sighed, straightened  

their medieval spines. And then  

your cry, thrown into the din,  

 

lifted, gathered speed. It did not burn  

up in the mesosphere, but crashed  

through like a backwards  

 

meteor. In space, it left sound  

behind, became pure light, and travels  

toward wherever the universe is going 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carolyn E.M. Gibney 



Elements 
 

Bringing to mind old loves  

I could say ‘alembic’ 

in that emptied room 

 

or remark how my hands 

will darken like hers 

now they’ve touched mercury 

 

but rain complicates the garden 

and the single white sky 

folding into each cold drop 

 

has sealed my mouth. 

The present, like the past, 

takes shape in a synapse. 

 

I think I know 

how the photons  

flooding my retina 

 

react with a protein 

and yield green thoughts 

in a green shade 

 

but I am still learning to fall 

through curving space, 

this new gravity 

 

her absence makes. 

Each word I write 

takes something away 

 

until all that remains 

folds into a proton 

like a colour without light 

 

and all I can see 

is one charged space, 

the space where she should be. 

 

Roy Woolley 



There’s only one game, and you’re in it 
 

 

My friend sends me a book: on the first page it says 

“change becomes us”, like dying looks good on me 

when I count years in thermodynamic heat loss. Don’t 

slow down! This is a summons to speed up.  

Watch me in motion, spinning until you turn away,  

spiralling once you leave, skirt a circle swirling to  

an unconscious stop. Game over? No. Sleep isn’t  

for dreaming but freezing, a temporary cryo-preservation  

without the snap or smoke of liquid nitrogen. 

 

Jack teaches me to count these rests without using numbers: 

go big, he says, size up your sample. Sleep longer. Become 

more accurate one breath at a time. Include your variables 

to narrow the interval and pinpoint the end of waking time.  

Reverse entropy: begin full speed at the stop, easing  

until each spin breaks into discrete manifold waves, skirt  

aswirl in slow motion. Together we’ll observe chaos furl and unfold 

before it pulls us back into forward motion, freezing and setting 

in beautiful iterations, different every time. It doesn’t  

have to look good on us. We’ve become it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Laura Lamont 



old growth 
 

 

humanity’s death started as a fashion. 

bodies stained dollar bill green,  

and cells verdant with foreign genes  

growing into us, as ivy grows 

into old brick.  

 

escape from city life  

with the clean air seeping from your pores. 

greenhouse gases - now your slaves, and your sugars. 

better to farm yourself than to rape the earth. 

saving the world - a side-effect of free food,  

and guilt-free minds. 

 

but those seeds took root too deep. 

forests grew from our flesh, swollen and rough. 

when it rips, count rings –  

new skin for each year passed. 

 

hands that once held chainsaws and coffee cups, 

now splintered. 

a cascade of skeleton branches, and leaves  

quivering with sunrise  

that bleed when broken. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jack Cooper 



Biomimicry 
 

 

“The pixels in a Mirasol IMOD display mimic the tiny scales on a butterfly’s 

wings that make it appear to shimmer.” 

 

 

The colour found in 

The wings of a butterfly 

Is not bound by them. 

 

The thin film twitches, 

And creates a new vision 

Out of borrowed light. 

 

The footage ends, but 

The light still flickers on this 

Square of silicon.  

 

I finish watching, 

Turn off the tablet: Colour 

Cannot be contained.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

William Shaw 



And this story has happened before 
 

 

On the ward where we left her just hours ago 

Morning African sun warms the painted blue walls. 

Air thick with sweat, cooked grain, honey, old blood 

Holds the murmur of families, and (distantly) singing. 

And this story has happened before. 

 

It’s the call, from deep sleep – a sudden phone jangling - 

and the run, breathing loud, to the night-hushed hospital - 

her wrap, stained, discarded, on the corridor floor 

and the clamminess of her arms. 

“She’s bleeding - baby’s lost - get her on the table" 

there’s haste and there’s scrambling and far too few hands 

and a mean anaesthetic (let her live, let her live) 

our one precious bag of blood, given and gone 

(in the middle – unexpected! a newborn’s cry) 

 

But she’s still bleeding. 

 

And we try all the tricks, and we try them again:  

Still she loses more, on the floor, in the drapes, 

persistently, persistently 

and we think of her husband. 

 

In the end, we’ve nothing else to give or to do 

and wheel her, silent, in the cool night, to the ward. 

The nurses look at us with bleak understanding. 

We sleep a little, badly. 

 

In the sun-warmed, day-lit ward we stand now by her bed, accountable. 

She turns over, wincing a little. Opens her eyes. Smiles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hilary Edgcombe 



Bl nk 
 

What we were doing, in zoetrope times, 

seemed the merest parlour trick, an eye to the slit, 

 

a laugh, as flickering fish taunt a truculent cat,  

a rocket smacks a roquefort moon. 

 

Stills brought to life; the finite loops  

spawned and soon the cutting room was filled 

 

with film, false starts, asynchronous 

sound, sights to be winnowed down, then wed:  

 

a melancholic piano bar, Play it, Sam, 

collars upturned on an airfield, night, 

 

celluloid shudders through projector gates, 

a million silver halide frames flash 

 

bright in darkened halls, an optic miracle 

caught in a retinal net, and sold wholesale 

 

as motion to a brain long-primed to see  

threat, food and mates – et voila!  

 

The oldest synaptic parlour trick  

makes illusionists of us all. Blink  

 

and the world continues, sight-unseamed. 

Blink and a mind reluctant to let things go  

 

endows with meaning every scene, 

and recombines the thens with now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gail Anderson 



Chemical potential 

 

A snail claimed that it could escape the periodic table maze,  

travel from H to He. This had never been done, could not. 

Entry to a block required a password starting with letters  

in that block, so He could be Hell. If no word, it would turn  

left or right. I dropped it on the H of hydrogen like a bomb,  

facing south, and off it went, slithering to Li shouting Lifeless,  

then to Na crying Napalm, as it entered K it squealed Killings.   

Rb lay ahead, it paused, digging into its store of words. A word  

starting with Rb? Nothing, so left turn. Cannon, it shouted as  

it entered calcium, Scud, Time-bomb, Violence, in quick fire.  

It sped through the chromium block bellowing Criminals, sharp  

turn before magnesium for no word starts with Mn. Mobsters,  

Warlords it spat, gliding over its slime, then sharp left before Sg.  

Revenge, Ostracize, Irk and then it screeched to a halt. I giggled,  

the game was up. It reached Pt with no turning option. Pt like Au  

had arrested the progress of millions before, deaths in collapsed  

mineshafts, homesteads and landscapes destroyed. But it cheated,  

the snail, it cheated, leapt into the air, did a somersault, landing  

on gold. It strut on like an olympic winner yelling Aggressor,  

Culprit, a right turn and smack into the zinc gate. Surely now  

it was over. It mumbled gibberish: Znostic, Znorit, Zneddle.  

Defeated, it wept, shrank, melted into itself and retreated into  

its spiral den. Rather than mock it, as I had every right to, I  

lifted the little fellow and gently placed it on Ga facing north.  

It resurfaced, yelling Gangster, but then changed to Gallantry,  

Altruism, Brotherhood, right turn, Compassion, Nurture, Open,  

Forgive, Neighbourly and a final left exclaiming Heaven not  

Hell. “Yes!” I shouted. Then suddenly I awoke to my madness.  

Embarrassed, I looked up at those in the library staring at me,  

quickly dropping my gaze to continue my chemistry readings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Athol Williams 



Anaesthesia 
 

 

On the gurney I am the sum of pain 

feeling through each dark age 

 

attempts to soothe contorted bodies – 

earth-piled faces millennia thick 

 

jaw-locked on sticks of wood, 

each incision a prayer to god 

 

like the shaman spitting coca leaves 

into wounds, syrup of mandragora, 

 

or the man who drank ten bottles 

dry, to let his limbs be pinioned. 

 

My veins receive all their theory, 

I breathe in parlour whisper tones 

 

a little ether like a residue, a little 

after dinner chloroform, strange 

 

how the patient mingled pleasure 

with a wreck of innards 

 

and a scientist knocked out cold 

awoke with futures on his lips. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alexandra Strnad 


